
Whether it’s music, movies, visual art, dance, theatre or 
literature, experiencing art is interactive. Art prompts 

thoughts feelings, memories, questions and actions. 



Visual art can be 
representational, abstract,    
non-objective, or a 
combination of these styles.



Visual art has many 
forms, painting, 

sculpture, fiber art, 
prints, photography, 

installations, 
conceptual art. 

After this banana 
installation was sold, 
the conceptual artist 

ate it. The buyer 
received a document 

of authentication.



Visual Cues and the 
Language of Visual Art

A fascinating aspect about looking at art is that the 
viewer confronts something original and is invited to 
interpret what is seen and to appreciate how it was 
created and presented.

4 considerations to appreciate or critique visual art are
eee

DESIGN, CONTENT, EXECUTION, TASTE

The Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci is appreciated 
for how it was painted and the mystery of its 
symbolism.

Was DaVinci implying through visual cues that Mona 
Lisa represents a goddess, like Mother Earth? Visual 
cues in this painting include the earth tones, the 
figure’s robust yet gentle form, a knowing and calm 
gaze and smile, and the setting of the figure in a 
landscape with water. 



The artist established a new technique called 
‘sfumato’ through the recent invention of oil paint. 
Sfumato(pronounced sfoomato) means smokey,
the image has a smokey quality where the forms 
transition gradually from light to shadow. 

His painting and drawing are masterful, supported 
by his knowledge of anatomy and manipulation of 
the elements of design. 

Notice the rendering of the hands, the beautiful 
shape, the gentle yet specific use of line and a 
seamless transition of tone depicting the turn of the 
shapes that comprise a hand. 



Reading visual cues, The “Appropriation” of Kehinde Wiley
Here is another famous 
portrait. President Barack 
Obama is seated and 
positioned similarly as the 
Mona Lisa, although the 
orientation is reversed.

Was the artists trying to 
reference Da Vinci’s 
masterwork, by positioning 
his crossed hands similarly? 
Is his expression similar to
Mona Lisa’s?

An intention in the art of 
Kehinde Wiley is to 
reconstruct masterpieces in 
Western art and place 
contemporary black figures 
in similar settings of honor 
and nobility. 

Pres Barack Obama by Kehinde Wiley at the Smithsonian, DC                  Mona Lisa by Leonardo Da Vinci at The Louvre , Paris France 



Reading visual cues

Could the artist have been 
influenced by the well 
known Mille Fleurs 
tapestries?

In this medieval tapestry, 
the illusive unicorn sits in a 
garden of 1000 flowers.

Capturing this mythical 
animal was a fabled prized 
accomplishment, like 
slaying a dragon. But the 
unicorn was a symbol of 
purity, invincibility and  
goodness. 

Viewers make a personal 
interpretation art, 
sometime seeing things 
that the artist may not 
have realized when 
creating it.



CONTENT: 
What is the artwork expressing? What is it about? Content can also be a mood or the process 
of making art or being creative and the elements of design, such as 
line and color.

EXECUTION:
How is it created? How is it presented? What materials were used? How was it crafted?

TASTE: 
This is personal, subjective. I just like it. I like the color. I like the subject matter or art form. 

DESIGN: 
How was the artwork composed, arranged or planned for either 2-dimension or 3 –
dimensions? How does the artwork incorporate the elements and principles of design? 

A Guide to Critique Art



The Elements of Visual Art
are the building blocks of visual language.

LINE: Curved, straight, broken, continuous, bold, 
soft, etc.

SHAPE: Square, rectangle, circle, oval, 
amorphic (no specific shape), organic (looking like 
parts of plants and animals)

COLOR: Primary colors red, yellow, blue, secondary 
colors orange, purple, green, opposite colors: red-
green, blue-orange, purple-yellow 

VALUE: Light and dark, contrast, highlights to 
shadow, shades and tints

TEXTURE: The surface or tactile quality of an 
artwork, the visual depiction of texture , such as 
smooth, rough, pebbled, cracked, flakey, soft, hard, 
shining, dull, wet, dry, etc. 



The Principles of Design 
Artists may work with these principles instinctually; other times use of these principles are 
planned out. Often artists rely on these principles when they are critiquing a work in progress.

EMPHASIS/DOMINANCE: Where does your eye go first? What is  the largest or most 
visually important or dominant shape, object, color, etc. 

MOVEMENT/ALLIGNMENT: How do things line up, how does your eye travel through 
the design? 

BALANCE & CONTRAST: Symmetry, asymmetry, do certain aspects oppose or 
contrast with others? 

UNITY: Do all the parts work together to make a unified whole piece? 

PROPORTION/SCALE: The size of a piece of art can draw the viewer in of overwhelm. 

RHYTHM/PATTERN: Repetition and the manipulation of a motif or an element



How are these principle integrated into the composition? 
Christina’s World by Andrew Wyeth, ““The challenge was… to do justice to her extraordinary conquest of a life which most people would consider hopeless.”

Emphasis/Dominance
What is the biggest thing?

Movement/Alignment
How does your eye travel 
through the painting?

Balance/Contrast
How is this painting balance?
What is the contrast or 
counter-balance?

Proportion/Scale
How does scale of objects differ?

Rhythm/Pattern
What shape is repeated?

Unity
Do the parts work together 
as a whole?



Instinctual Inferences from Visual Cues
To survive we instinctually use our senses and reasoning to make order from chaos by finding relationships and 
patterns. We learn a flame is hot. Some smells repel us, others whet our appetite. We learn relationships with the 
sense of sight as well. 

For example, we are designed as a bi-pedal beings, we use our instincts to remain upright and balanced, to thrive 
and ambulate through the world efficiently and safely. Have you ever walked into a room and instinctually 
straightened a picture that didn’t look straight to you? That’s making order and finding balance.
If you see things askew, you may be off balance and can fall.



SHAPES, Round or Angular
Do you sense a different feeling from these shapes?

. 



MOVEMENT/ALLIGNMENT

Notice in this arraignment of images that your eye travels from the arrow to the stones. The 
arrangement of the stones brings your eye back up to the headline.



SHAPES: What do you see?
Notice the placement and orientation of shapes indiviually or 

in relationship to others.





DOMINANCE/EMPHASIS, when looking at a new piece of art, the first question to 
ask yourself is, “Where does my eye travel first?” or “What is the biggest thing, object or 
shape in the composition?” That clue usually signifies what the art is about.  

CONTRAST

BALANCE-SYMMETRY/ASYMMETRY



Now that you know the principles and elements of visual language, let’s use them to 
interpret visual artworks that were used to change the social narrative or as 
activism.

“Giants, Kikito” by JR at 
the US border wall





Kehinde Wiley, 
changing the social narrative 

Wiley’s art 
changes the 
social narrative 
by presenting 
contemporary 
Black figures in 
opulent settings 
of nobility, 
beauty and 
power. He often 
uses lavish 
botanical and 
textile patterns.



ART AS ACTIVISM 
Kehinde Wiley changing the social narrative 

He appropriates
imagery from 
significant pieces 
of Western art, 
depicting times of 
‘empirial
dominance’, 
primarily 
assimilating 
Classical, Neo-
classical, Baroque 
and Rococo art. 
These styles often 
glorified man, 
depicting people 
like Napoleon on 
a horse, with lush 
fabrics and vivid 
use of color.



RUMORS OF WAR BY KEHINDE WILEY

Kehinde Wiley’s grew up in Los 
Angeles, his father is from Nigeria and 
his mom is an African American. He 
went to Yale for his Masters Degree in 
Art. His paintings and sculptures are in 
museums and collections around the 
world. He came to Virginia Museum of 
Fine Art for his “New Republic” 
exhibit. The museum is located blocks 
away from the row of Confederate 
monuments in Richmond Virginia. 



RUMORS OF WAR, RICHMOND VA

His sculpture Rumors of War was created as his response to 
these Confederate monuments, copying from the Jeb Stuart 
monument in Richmond.

Before this sculpture was permanently installed in Richmond, 
it was on view in Times Square. Unfortunately, I did not get to 
see it in NYC, so my husband and I visited Richmond to see 
the sculpture there. My reaction is that it is perhaps the most 
important piece of contemporary American art, for what it is, 
who made it and where it is located. 

Richmond Virginia was the capital of the Confederacy during 
the Civil War.



Because  of what it is (the content), who made it, 
and where it is.  
Richmond  Virginia was and is the epicenter of the 
Confederacy. It was the capital of the Confederate 
States.

This is how his art, in in this place made me feel in 
December 2019 when I saw his sculpture for the 
first time. It created a miasmatic tension, a feeling 
that nearly takes on a physical form. 

The markers of the Confederacy on this site, 
surround Wiley’s sculpture. The positioning of the 
figure is riding towards the headquarters of the 
United Daughters of the Confederacy who are 
dedicated to “honoring the memory of its 
Confederate ancestors; protecting, preserving and 
marking the places made historic by Confederate 
valor.” The UDC sponsored and honors Confederate 
monuments in Washington DC and through the 
South, including the Richmond monument of 
Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy. 

I went back this past December after the protests 
and the removal of the monuments. 2 yrs later now 
the only equestrian monument in the area is 
Kehinde Wiley’s, “Rumors of War”.  

So, the art may not have caused the change, but it 
was a concrete statement that supported the 
change.

“The most important piece of contemporary American Art”



Protest and Dismantling the Confederate War Monuments 



Let’s watch this video about Kehinde Wiley’s Rumors of War.
https://youtu.be/HhHq73olXGw

https://youtu.be/HhHq73olXGw


Vocabulary

Rendering: an act or instance of interpretation, rendition, depiction, drawing, painting, sculpting, a dramatic part 
or a musical composition

Appropriation: in art is the use of pre-existing objects or images that remain recognizable. The use of 
appropriation has played a significant role in the history of the arts (literary, visual, musical and performing arts). In 
the visual arts, to appropriate means to properly adopt, borrow, repurpose a full work or details.

Classical, Neo-classical, Baroque and Rococo art: Art styles that employ Classical design, composition, 
proportion and imagery rooted in the Classical art developed in Ancient Greek. Artworks often reflect and glorify 
nobility and the hierarchy of empires and monarchies. Baroque and Rococo art more flamboyant art styles based 
on Classical art with more movement and ornamentation.

Miasmatic: an oppressive or unpleasant atmosphere which surrounds or emanates from something, a highly 
unpleasant or unhealthy smell or vapor


